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I recently discovered the teachings of Louise Hay, author of
"You Can Heal Your Life." She has an amazing story and her
beliefs are very.
All is Well in My World – Inspired by Louise Hay – it's a
whole new world
The passing of Louise Hay was indeed a sad day for us all at
PS. Even though she died of natural causes and had reached a
ripe age of 90, she represents a.
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A couple of years ago I had the opportunity to work with a
personal coach, I thought the sessions would help me define my
business goals and map out a plan for success. It was an
instant success and steered Louise who was 50 at the time,
into a thriving, lifelong career. After conquering my first
fear, which was to enter the classroom; I perched in front of
the easel stiff and nearly paralyzed, staring at the sunflower
we were supposed to reproduce.
Soink,particularlyonmyhandmadepaperseemedlikeanunlikelycreativeou
Stormy weather got in our way in June, but we lucked out in
July — and instead of playing our instruments under a roof,
our heads were covered by clouds and the only light was the
setting sun followed by the rising of a nearly full moon. The
disillusionment has been replaced with a trust in myself and
life in general. Iloveandapproveofofme.To find out more,
including how to control cookies, see here:
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